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Seers List, A Biblical List of Prophetic Seers & the
Prophetic
2001-03-15

the prophetic movements in church history and in contemporary life are fed by two
mighty streams the prophet whose revelation is primarily verbal and the seer whose
revelation is more visionary in nature while the role of the prophet is familiar less is
known about the seer dimension to many people these visionary prophets remain
mysterious otherworldly and even strange knowledge dispels misunderstanding join
author jim w goll on an exciting and insightful journey into this lesser known
dimension the visionary world of the seer you will discover the prophetic power of
dreams visions and life under the open heavens how does visionary revelation
happen can it be trusted where does it fit into the life of the church today can any
believer become a seer or is this a prophetic dimension reserved for the specially
gifted the seer answers these questions and will move your heart and stir up your
hunger for intimacy with god because the seer s goal is to reveal the man christ
jesus

The Seer
2005-01-28

the applause of heaven developing your spiritual eye and walking hand in hand with
the supernaturally prophetic somehow i was instantly in heaven i knew the room i
was standing in was directly adjacent to the throne room of the father writes author
james maloney from this exciting experience shared in the first chapter to the
thrilling conclusion the panoramic seer reveals realms and realities that most
christians don t even know exist panorama is the seer s prophetic gifting that
releases the miraculous it is tied into five key elements inheritance humility
compassion righteousness and faith these keys and much more are presented to
you in a spiritually sensitive way straight from the throne room of god you will hear
the applause of heaven when you operate as a panoramic seer the only way to
cultivate that kind of relationship with him is in the secret place the panoramic seer
takes you to that special place and offers you the powerful kingdom secrets that
have sustained the move of god from generation to generation

The Panoramic Seer
2012-11-20

satisfy the hunger in your heart an exciting and insightful journey into the visionary
world of the seer the prophetic movements in church history and in contemporary
life are fed by two mighty streams the prophet whose revelation is primarily verbal
the seer whose revelation is more visionary while the role of the prophet is familiar
less is known about the seer dimension to many people these visionary prophets
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remain mysterious other worldly and even strange knowledge dispels
misunderstanding and you will discover the prophetic power of dreams visions and
life under the open heavens questions answered include how does visionary
revelation happen can it be trusted where does it fit into your life and today s
church can any believer become a seer is it a prophetic dimension reserved for the
spiritually gifted the seer will move your heart and stir up your hunger for intimacy
with god because the seer s goal is to reveal the person of christ jesus to you today

The Seer Expanded Edition
2012-03-20

this book will help you find and release the special gifts god has given to you
exploring your prophetic gifts focuses on dreams visions and open heavens it
reveals how you can cultivate this realm of the prophetic in your life and grounds
you in the word of god concerning prophetic gifts author james goll has been
involved in the prophetic movement for years and is known for adding depth of
biblical content church and jewish historical perspectives and contemporary
experience to all of his books and teachings discovering the seer in you exploring
your prophetic gifts provides the banks needed so the river of the prophetic
anointing can continue to advance

Discovering the Seer in You
2011-07-28

prophets are seers i will see things and then flow with what the lord has shown me i
rely on all five of my spiritual senses to monitor things in the spirit and to focus in
the spirit god wants us to develop our senses so that we are spiritual and not just
fleshly he wants us to see things in the spirit hear things in the spirit feel things in
the spirit smell things in the spirit and taste things in the spirit

Activation of the Seer Anointing
2013-02-27

the seer gifting is an invitation to come and know god discover the gift he has
placed within you and how to strengthen it drawing heavily on scripture the modern
seer presents this mystical gifting in a straightforward way that is clear and simple
to understand learn what the seer gifting is how it works and who can use it
discover how you can know you re hearing god and not just your imagination
strengthen your relationship with him as you delve deeper into his ways

The Modern Seer
2010-05-27
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the prophetic movements in the church history and in contemporary life are fed by
two mighty streams the prophet whose revelation is primarily verbal and the seer
whose revelation is more visionary in nature to many these visionary prophets
remain a mysterious other worldly and even strange discover the prophetic power
of dreams visions and life under the open heavens the seer s goal is to reveal the
man christ jesus

The Seer
2011-11-15

the prophetic movements in our church today and of course the church history and
in life are fill and fed by two mighty streams of god prophecy streams they are the
prophet whose revelation is primarily verbal and the seer whose revelation is more
visionary in nature while the role of the prophet is familiar less is known about the
seer real of dimension these visionary prophets remain mysterious other worldly
and even seem strange the seer anointing book will help you if you are a seer or
think you are a seer or if you don t know by the time you read this book from the
lord that he had me to write you will know exactly what you need to know to access
your gift of and from god

The Seer Anointing
2017-02-26

open your eyes to discover the invisible world of the spirit realm just beyond what
your eyes can see there is a very real spirit world this unseen realm is responsible
for many everyday happenings both good and bad this is why it s vital for you to
understand how to activate the seer anointing and begin seeing

The Seer's Path
2017-01-17

how to understand the seer anointing and the many ways the seer sees in the spirit
realm the revelation of god as it is revealed through the eyes of a seer will spark a
hunger in you for more of gods mysteries oracles and mysteries are explained it is
time for the seer in you to come forth christian dream interpretation is part of the
seer realm you will learn spiritual perspectives that many people have missed
because of religious expectations you were born to know the mind of god there is a
special place in the spirit realm waiting for you no one else can fill your place it will
remain void until you approach with the seer anointing

The Seer Anointing
2012-11-01
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this book will explain the difference between a prophet and a seer it will also detail
some of my experiences as i grew into my calling it is my prayer that this book will
help others who are on the path as a prophetic seer to know they are not psychic
but must allow the holy spirit to teach them and groom them as god develops them
for his use for the body of christ

The Prophetic Office of the Seer
2018-10-16

the prophetic movements in church history and in contemporary life are fed by two
mighty streams the prophet whose revelation is primarily verbal and the seer whose
revelation is more visionary in nature while the role of the prophet is familiar less is
known about the seer dimension to many people these visionary prophets remain
mysterious otherworldly and even strange

SEER
2005-01-01

find and release the spiritual gifts god has given to you revealing how you can
cultivate the realm of the prophetic in your life and grounding you in the word of
god all prophecy is a sovereign gift of god any believer can develop the gift by
praying that god will give you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in teh knowledge
of him

Discovering the Seer in You
2011-11-15

this is the third book in a series on the life of a seer and the gracious gift of god s
pictorial language to his bride the church in this volume we will explore the gift and
office of the seer prophet it s a timely work we live in exciting times everywhere you
turn god is pouring out the spirit of prophecy and revelation upon his people often
through the language of dreams and visions dreams and visions are one of many
methods god uses in communication to his children while they do the works of the
kingdom and pray for the sick this series is for the everyday christian the layperson
people like you and me i have written this book to release folks that may be sitting
quietly in the back of the church and are not sure of how they fit in or what they can
do to contribute to the kingdom of god with this series i want to stir their hearts to
go deeper and pursue the ministry of the prophetic the lord does speak to his
people he speaks to them through his word he speaks to them with that small still
voice he speaks to them through circumstance and he speaks through the language
of visions and dreams this series will help you listen in a new way as you operate to
fulfill god s will in your life you will learn to understand how visions and dreams
operate through gifting wither it s a word of knowledge prophecy healing or
discerning of spirits i pray this series will meet my intended goal the seer series
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includes the following books the seer s gift a look at the language of visions and
dreams the seer and healing how visions and dreams operate in the ministry of
healing the seer and prophecy the gift and office of the seer prophet this volume
pectoral language of a seer a reference work on similes metaphors and symbolism
commonly seen in the life of the believer

The Seer and Prophecy
2014-07-08

in this short read we will discuss the difference between the two prophetic streams
of the prophet and seer also the office of the prophet the streams of the prophetic is
a wide range and would take years of training and teaching to grasp its dimensional
sphere as one grows in the prophetic you will discover more and more this is not an
overnight success you must go through the process the prophet and the seer are
two powerful distinctive unique streams the seeing eye prophet says what they see
the na bi prophet says what they hear both are god s prophetic instruments the
difference between these two unique streams is the prophetic function which makes
the distinction evident in their identity

Two Prophetic Streams
2018-06-23

renaissance to be born of the spirit is the supernatural power that god endowed the
prophets with when people needed council they would seek for the mystics known
as the prophets seers and prophets fall both in the same prophetic order in this 2nd
volume of the prophetic inner circle realm of the seer we shall take an in depth look
into the mystery of the administration of the seer you don t have to stay in the dark
for the prophets will bring resolution to your situation this course will awaken you to
the endless fundamentals of the seer realm and the universal question of why

Prophetic Inner-Circle Volume 2 Realm of the
Seer
2018-05-07

rise of the seer prophets draws on the prophetic dreams visions signs and wonders
to develop the seer s ability it focuses deeply on the intimacy that can be developed
by a right relationship with god there are tools and guides that help people learn to
develop their prophetic ability as well as grow in intimacy with god

Rise of the Seer Prophets
2021-09-30
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speak forth heaven s secrets since the beginning of time god s desire has been to
share heavenly secrets with his friends these hidden truths are freely given to every
believer as they operate in the gift of prophecy the prophetic anointing allows you
to hear god s voice speak forth his words and release his power into the

Realms of the Prophetic
2019-06-18

delving deeply into god revealed understanding your revelations from goda training
manual for every dreamer seer watchman intercessor and prophet is for anyone
who sincerely wants to delve into the deepness and holiness of god based on his
best selling books and well received seminars and teachings dr joe ibojie delivers
another soul searching and thought provoking book that will take you into the
depths of gods vision for your life this manual is designed to help you uncover the
beauty of gods love and his deep desire to communicate with you through his
revelations each chapter presents powerful insights into gods voice in your life
probing questions prompt inner scrutiny and searching that brings spiritual
wholeness understanding your revelations from god is a practical guide that walks
you with you hand in hand onto the path toward your god given destiny a taste of
what is presented includes how to understand dreams and revelations that prompt
and enhance additional releases from heaven it is the lords desire for none to
perishthat all would come to know him through the revelations he offers how to
present a yielded heart to god that encourages more dreams and revelations
suitable for individual use group study or as sunday school discussions
understanding your revelations from god will strengthen your relationship with god
your family and church community

Understanding Your Revelations From God
2018-02-20

there is often a tendency to confuse being a prophetic with the prophetic ministry
although both terms refer to prophecy the two do not have the same meaning in
any way and if for some being a prophet means speaking all day long prophet
james jean baptiste through this book makes us discover the difference between
being prophetic and being a prophet what is the prophetic ministry what is
prophecy in itself what is the difference between old testament prophets and new
testament prophets more importantly what is the importance of the prophetic
ministry in this end time these are some of the questions that the man of god deals
with in the prophetic anointing the last wave of the spirit at the end of times
prophet james jean baptiste was born in a christian family son of a pastor baptized
for 11 years ago since year 2010 he is an international preacher he is father and
mentor of a new prophetic generation founder of the garrison of eagles group
wanting to impact and enlighten as many people as possible by the revelation of
the word of god the prophet explains to us the mystery of prophecy through his
book theme that very few people are used to especially the prophetic
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The Prophetic Anointing
2021-07

your how to guide into the spirit realm get ready to enter the world of a seer in this
groundbreaking and revolutionary book jonathan welton describes his unique
journey about how god opened his spiritual eyes he shares how you too can
activate this gift in your life the school of the seers is the how to guide for seeing
into the spirit realm making insightful use of anecdotal stories the author helps you
discover vital keys from the scripture to see with your spiritual eyes use the four
keys to greater experiences recognize what may be hindering your discernment
access divine secrets and steward heavenly revelation learn how to really worship
in spirit and in truth understand meditation impartation and so much more the fresh
and profound concepts taught in this book take a mystical subject seers and the
spirit realm and make it relevant for your everyday life

School of the Seers
2009-09-28

this is the second book in a series on the life of a seer and the gracious gift of god s
pictorial language to his bride the church in this volume we explore the seer and
healing how visions and dreams operate in the ministry of healing it s a timely work
we live in exciting times everywhere you turn god is pouring out the spirit of
prophecy and revelation upon his people often through the language of dreams and
visions dreams and visions are one of many methods god uses in communication to
his children while they do the works of the kingdom and pray for the sick this series
is for the everyday christian the average joe the layperson people like you and me i
have written this book to release the folks that are sitting quietly in the back of the
church and are not sure of how they fit in or what they can do to contribute to the
kingdom of god with this series i want to stir their hearts to go deeper and pursue
the ministry of healing the lord does speak to his people he speaks to them through
his word he speaks to them with that small still voice he speaks to them through
circumstance and he speaks through the language of visions and dreams this series
will help you listen and see in a new way as you operate to fulfill god s will in your
life you will learn to understand how visions and dreams operate through gifting
wither it s a word of knowledge prophecy healing or discerning of spirits i pray this
series will meet my intended goal the seer series includes the following books the
seer s gift a look at the language of visions and dreams the seer healing this volume
how visions and dreams operate in the ministry of healing the seer prophecy the
gift and office of the seer prophet pectoral language of a seer a reference work on
similes metaphors and symbolism commonly seen in the life of the believer

The Seer and Healing
2014-07-06
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this book contains the teachings the revelations that the lord has given kevin
basconi over the last 12 year about the seer anointing we are living in a god
ordained moment of time when the seer realm is being released by grace to god s
friends whosoever this book is designed to help god s people unlock the hidden
mysteries of the seer anointing in their lives by understanding the idiosyncrasies of
the seer anointing in a christ centered and sound biblical manner it is a very
through biblical teaching that also is replete with dozens of prayers of activation for
the reader seers i believe that the seer anointing will be pivotal in ushering in the
last great day harvest and the return of the messiah when we learn to see what the
father is doing 5 19 we can recreate christ in our sphere of influence with miracles
signs wonders and salvations just like jesus christ of nazareth

Unlocking the Hidden Mysteries of the Seer
Anointing
2014-03-15

the seer is a prophetic analysis of scriptures and current events pointing to an end
times scenario in the making it steers away from the traditional pre tribulation
rapture position while endorsing the place of israel the people and the land as part
of god s sovereign plan the book is written by jake h friesen b a thb after serving in
active ministry for over 50 years including pastoral work teaching and counselling it
is our prayer that the seer may provide a refreshing if non traditional addition to
your prophetic library click here to visit the official website of the seer

The Seer
2003

damita haddon says this book will put a demand on the call of god in your life and
will awaken every gift that lays dormant learning the language of god is a strategic
writing that will activate you in the prophetic anointing jonathan ferguson writes
learning the language of god as a unique resource giving you access to teaching
devotionals impartation and practical application that will help you develop your
relationship with the lord and your ability to hear the voice of the lord clearly you
will learn what it means to learn the language of god and 4 things that will help in
the process learn 5 ways to position yourself to hear god many ways he can speak
learn the biblical role of the seer embrace the seer s anointing distinguish between
true and false prophetic discernment learn 4 things that will help to interpret
dreams that are hard to understand learn why witnessing is important in becoming
sharp accurate prophetically learn practice 15 different exercises that will sharpen
you prophetically receive prophetic impartation in life get activated by utilizing over
60 devotional prayers along with scriptural references for meditation and much
more
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Learning the Language of God
2012-05

in this current season god is opening up a fresh awareness of the supernatural in
the lives of believers his desire is for us to be increasingly sensitive to the holy spirit
and tuned into how he wants to cause heaven to spill out on earth the blueprints of
heaven is sure to draw the reader into the same quest that trevor has been on for
his entire life in christ the quest for the heart of god to read the pages of this book
is to read the hunger written on the heart of a man passionate for more and equally
passionate to impart and equip bill johnson bethel church redding ca usa trevor
baker will whet your appetite for more of jesus and an even greater move of the
holy spirit input generation there needs to be a warning label on this book when
read believed and acted upon the contents of this book will radically change your
life james w goll director prayer storm usa a dynamic read that gives every believer
a road map into maturity in this season shawn bolz senior pastor of expression58
usa filled with truths and revelations to arm and equip you che ahn senior pastor
hrock church usa

The Blueprints of Heaven
2014-06-17

did you know that the visionary realm of the spirit is multi sensory just as you have
natural senses you also have spiritual senses and god can speak to you through all
of them you can see feel heareven smell supernatural fragrancesas part of a
visionary experience but unfortunately many believers miss the full blessing of their
visions because they fail to grasp the breadth of sensory experiences possible in
their visions dr joe ibojie combines a unique prophetic gifting with rare insight into
the mysteries of god and the ancient biblical methods of interpreting dreams and
visions through insightful teaching and interactive worksheets dr ibojie opens fresh
revelations on supernatural encounters engaging the prophetic realm will help you
to recognize and engage different kinds of visionary encounters turn your visions
into conversations with god increase your reception of visions with age operate
under open heavens experience increased intimacy with god learn to activate each
of your spiritual senses and start receiving all that the lord has for you today

Engaging the Prophetic Realm
2019-11-19

gettig rid of addictions and habits

The Renaissance Prophet's Manual
2008-06
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in the beginning we were created in gods own image according to genesis 1 27 so
god created man in his own image in the image of god created he them that means
we were created as a spirit so even before we inhabited our bodies as the word of
god says in genesis 2 7 we were taught by god the father john 6 45 it is written in
the prophets and they shall be all taught of god every man therefore that hath
heard and hath learned of the father cometh unto me the prophetic allows us to
move in the realm of the spirit in such a dimension that we are able to see smell
taste hear and even touch read hebrews 5 14 as we begin to walk and live in the
spirit as the word of god says in chapter 5 of galatians we need the understanding
and the revelations by the spirit and truth i have written this book in hopes of giving
understanding in the way god has shown me may the lord jesus christ bless you as
you read the prophetic through the eye of the eagle

The Prophetic Through the Eye of the Eagle
2012-04-23

make the journey even more exciting with this 40 day journal goll s the seer gives
practical revelation to the role of the seer which is open to everyone it brings the
reader into an entirely new dimension of communication with god the questions and
meditations in this companion guide put the book s principles into true life
application it will help you practice intimacy with god and experience the power of
that fellowship take a 40 day journey toward a new dimension of christian life
meditate on the principles of the book apply the patterns of scripture to your life
appropriate god s anointing to a higher level journal your steps of growth and
victory this journal and study guide can be used by individuals or in small groups
while reading the seer it is also a great follow up to the book

The Seer Devotional And Journal
2011-07-28

your holy spirit handbook to surviving last days deception on that day many will say
to me lord lord did we not prophesy in your name and cast out demons in your
name and do many mighty works in your name matthew 7 22 are they prophesying
by the holy spirit or ministering under a demonic influence jennifer leclaire received
a startling prophetic word that a showdown was coming to the body of christwhere
both true and false prophets will be exposed in this book she presents a
confrontational yet constructive word of warning to the contemporary spirit
empowered movement more than ever there is a great need in the modern
prophetic community to be discerning of what is true and what is false this powerful
book features intriguing chapters that provide bible answers supernatural clarity
and timely spiritual solutions including identify what real prophets look and sound
like discover the signs of false prophets discern the difference between false
prophets and false prophecy avoid prophetic con artists who sell prophecies and
engage in spiritual scams beware of charismatic witchcraft recognize the
counterfeit rise of christian witches and psychics resist those offering deliverance
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and impartation who are empowered by divination when you learn to recognize and
resist satans counterfeits you will build your life upon unshakeable truth and thrive
in victory during days of darkness and compromise

Discerning Prophetic Witchcraft
2020-08-18

international leader helps christians understand and develop their prophetic gifting
prophecy is as old as the bible yet many don t understand or even recognize when
and how it happens today having taught and ministered prophetically around the
world jeremy lopez has seen this need firsthand and he s written this book to clear
away the confusion in this down to earth accessible guide he lays the biblical
foundation for prophecy showing readers why prophecy is still important today that
every christian has access to god s gift of prophecy how believers can be assured
they are hearing from god how they can develop their prophetic gifting clear and
concise this handbook is essential reading for all who have had or long for a brush
with the prophetic

Releasing the Power of the Prophetic
2011-09-01

the dancing hand of god unveiling the fullness of god through apostolic signs
wonders and miracles continues in this second volume the lifes story of its author
james maloney and offers his insights gleaned from years of study and teaching this
creates a dynamic blend that unveils the riches god gives to faithful followers with
these gifts in hand they can perform apostolic signs wonders and miracles that
witness to gods fullness and that change the lives of all who experience them in this
volume of the dancing hand of god the exploration of gods qualities turns to
holiness faith compassion confidence power blessing and simplicity just as in the
first volume each of the chapters ends with an outline using the section headings as
topics and listing the main insights from the section this approach helps to make
the book suitable both for ones own private study and for dialogue with others the
dancing hand of god unveiling the fullness of god through apostolic signs wonders
and miracles offers its stories and its teachings as resources for anyone who
recognizes that his or her life can become burdened by forcesisolation fear and
unholinessthat hinder the blossoming of ones spiritual life if you see yourself in this
description then the dancing hand of god will serve as a kind of mentor guiding you
through its narrative and its teachings to find god as both source and inspiration for
your own ministry that works miracles wonders and apostolic signs

Prophetic Song
2003-10

at the same moment god issued a separate call to two men prophet chuck pierce
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and pastor dutch sheets to heal the united states as a prophetic act to realign our
country to his covenant plan the duo rallied apostles prophets and intercessors from
state to state to break the grip of demonic strongholds releasing the prophetic
destiny of a nation is the remarkable story behind their 50 state roadtrip to restore
revival to america endowed with god given keys of authority to reconcile america to
its heavenly mandate the two chronicle their efforts to purge the land of territorial
and generational sin now is the time and season for a warfare anointing to rest
upon america

The Ministry Anointing of the Prophet-Minstrel
2003-02

not an ordinary dictionary loaded with divine wisdom the most comprehensive
illustrated bible based dictionary of prophetic and dream symbols ever compiled is
contained in this one authoritative book revelations from god are more common
than most people would dare to believewhat is scarce is godly understanding of
what is revealed the bible based dictionary of prophetic symbols is a masterpiece
that intelligently and understandably bridges the gap between prophetic revelation
and applicationplus it includes the expanded version of the best selling illustrated
bible based dictionary of dream symbols expertly designed researched and holy
spirit inspired to provide you an extensive wealth of revelation knowledge about
symbols and symbolic actions this book is divided into four parts that go way
beyond listing and defining words rhema word and divine prompting lift off every
page biblically sound and supported best selling author and pastor dr joe ibojie
discusses in detail topics including god speaks to everyone but not in the same way
god speaks in dreams and visions god speaks in clear language god speaks in
riddles or parables god speaks in dark speeches everyone should strive to sharpen
all the methods by which god communicates while mastering the dominant way of
receiving from god when you avoid stereotyping gods avenues of communication
you open great potentials to hear from him dr joe ibojie

Volume 2 the Dancing Hand of God
2011-11-22

author christopher covington reveals the apostolic and prophetic realm of dreams
and visions in this timely book the introduction to dreams and visions opens up the
mind on what they mean the mystery of iniquity being revealed by the spirit of god
in these last days that shall empower the remnant to take the kingdom by force

Releasing the Prophetic Destiny of a Nation
2005-05

in her powerful prophetic teaching style bestselling author jennifer eivaz helps
readers to continually sharpen their gifting in order to minister healing
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breakthrough and a supernatural display of god s glory helping those with this
unique and powerful anointing she teaches how to learn the value of spending time
in the secret place with god distinguish the extraordinary voice of god grow in
knowledge of signs and dreams avoid pet doctrines fads and heresies understand
when to keep a prophetic word and when to let it go the world is desperate to hear
the voice of god clearly it is vital that his prophets give true expression to all that is
on his heart are you prepared to become all god has created you to be

The Bible-Based Dictionary of Prophetic Symbols
2018-10-16

Dreams and Visions: Volume 1: The Expressed,
Inspired, Secret, Revelations: of God:
2014-06-17

Prophetic Secrets
2020-08-04
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